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Introduction. Studying narrative levels of graphic novels, it is naturally to be 
located in the field of narrative studies and it will attempt to mould a narrative method 
suitable for studying of graphic novels, for studying of the world of image. As no such 
established method exists yet, this thesis we’ll begin by combining various theoretical 
researches from the field of traditional narrative studies, such as Seymour Chatman and 
Gerard Genette, with various views on visual narration and researches of studying 
comics. A basic structural analysis of “Watchmen” (1986) by Alan Moore and Dave 
Gibbons is the initial goal, and later chapters will attempt at more detailed analysis of the 
various narrative aspects of a graphic novel. It is important to point out right at the 
beginning that in the context of this study, the general terms of traditional narrative study 
are not directly applicable, but must be reconsidered and possibly redefined when 
applied. Therefore, terms such as narrative studies poorly, as no single narrator can be 
extracted from the story appearing in a graphic novel, as the images are not “narrated” in 
a way traditional written novels are. It is more useful to borrow the term “narration” 
from the field of film studies. Still, in this thesis the terms from narrative studies will be 
applied from the point of view of comic book narration and its requirements. 
The review of recent researches. As we know, comics are formed from images, 
words and the union of the two, and it is impossible to find a single dominant narrative 
level typical to traditional narrative literature, which has traditionally been divided into 
retrospective first-person narrative, self-reflective narrative, objective third-person 
narrative, an omniscient narrative, focalized narrative or stream-of-consciousness-type of 
narrative. These are not alone sufficient in a study of visual narration, which is usually 
divided between narrator, narrative level and so called “point of view”, but these terms 
are not used in the same way as they would be used in basic literary studies, for the 
narrator of the comic book does not have to describe the characters or the settings around 
him, because they are immediately available to the reader in a visual form. The setting of 
the comic is therefore important, the events-on-scene are what it is shown and how it is 
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shown. The various narrative devices of the comic book can also enable to reader to 
identify to the characters in a new way by concretely positioning the reader inside the 
point of view of a certain character. In the following subchapters we’ll present some of 
the basic theoretical tools and concepts this thesis will rely on as well as some of the 
reasons for choosing these particular approaches. As the study of comics and the terms 
linked with it are not yet widely known, the basic concepts related to it will also be 
presented. 
The researcher Seymour Chatman divided the narrative text into two components, 
which will be referred to here as story (what happens?) and narrative (how it happens?). 
The story is further divided into events and existents, which are composed of 
subcategories such as actions, happenings, characters and setting [1, p. 19]. “Watchmen” 
also can be divided into story and narration, the story being the abstract plot of 
superheroes uncovering a plot to kill millions of people, and the narrative is the 
arrangement of the events of the plot in a given medium (here comics) that actualizes the 
story [1, p. 37]. The narrative structure in “Watchmen” plays with temporal levels and 
concepts, showing the reader events and actions from the past, present and sometimes 
even the future, many of them almost simultaneously by the way of juxtaposing panels 
from separate temporal levels. A past act can be shown to the reader in connection to the 
present action, thus giving both events new contexts and new meanings by associating 
them with each other [1]. 
Gerard Genette will be another essential classical narratologist in this research, as 
the term narration itself comes from him, as well as the idea of a focalizer, both of 
which are essential to narratological study, and of great interest in the study of graphic 
novel narration, for focalization in comics has possibilities beyond traditional literature. 
In his Narrative Discourse [2, p. 114–116] G.Genette also refers to frequency, which he 
uses to describe the way certain elements are repeated in the story and how often the 
certain event is told. The event cannot be told exactly the same way each time, but it is 
always bound to different contexts and thus creates new meanings and is connected to 
new thematic ideas every time. According to G.Genette, a text can hold several abstract 
and thematically motivated events that are repeated in different parts of the narration. 
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Considering the temporal structures in graphic novels, frequency is an important concept 
in this study since certain images appear repeatedly in “Watchmen”, each time in 
slightly different contexts, thus creating new meanings. Some events are also repeated 
from different perspectives, variations in point of view, which is a narrative device 
labeled by G.Genette as repeating narrative [2, p. 114–116]. This type of repeating can 
also involve only stylistic variations, but the changes in the point of view is the aspect of 
repeating narrative that will be applied in this research. 
So, the objectives of our research are: 
1. To analyze the narration of “Watchmen” and to show emphasis of perception 
color and sounds. 
2. To study psychological characteristics of narrative level of graphic novels. 
3. To propose psycholinguistic aspects of narrative discourse. 
The main material of the research. Traditional narratology as it is does not 
provide sufficient tools for graphic novel analysis, as the medium is visual in a way 
written literature is not and the written narrative is usually privileged above the visual, as 
already mentioned in the previous section. However, rather than creating a whole new 
method for the narratological analysis of comic books, this thesis will apply these 
traditional views as far as they can be useful, and continue to build new concepts with 
the help of other theorists when this approach fails. A transition in theoretical approach 
from classical to post-classical narratology will take place during this thesis, as 
traditional approaches will gradually be supplemented with views from cognitive 
sciences and later developments from the field of narratological studies. 
One of the most typical and widely-used means comics have is the usage of the 
word balloon. It is the icon of the comic book form, to which Scott McCloud refers as a 
“desperation device” [3, p. 26] due to its impossible mission: the attempt to visually 
communicate sound. Scott McCloud [3, p. 134–135] has illustrated the onomatopoetic 
possibilities of the word balloon; according to him, both the shape of the balloons and 
the lettering styles inside them “speak of an ongoing struggle to capture the very essence 
of sound” [3, p. 134]. Some of the characters in the comic book have a special lettering 
style and a specific kind of word balloon, in which the visual and verbal expression 
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combine together in order to create onomatopoetic signs, in which the graphic layout 
complements the meaning of the words. As already briefly mentioned in section three of 
this thesis, the bolding of specific words acts as a way of bringing emphasis to these 
words, stressing their importance: McCloud has even gone so far as to suggest that the 
reader “should be able to get the thrust or sense of the dialogue out of the bold-face 
letters alone” [3, p. 152]. In “Watchmen”, the speech balloons are standard, round and 
smooth, with the exceptions of Rorschach and his wavy lines and Dr. Manhattan, whose 
intense blueness reaches even his speech balloons. Dr. Manhattan’s gradual withdrawal 
from the world of human beings is stressed also in his speech balloons, which have 
double lines whereas others have single lines – a unique way of hinting at his increasing 
detachment and separation. Rorschach, as mentioned, has a distinctly unique word 
balloon style: his speech balloons have wavy, almost slurry edges, which create a 
somewhat moist and muffled idea of speech as opposed to the usual straight and clear 
lines of normal speech balloons. His voice, described as horrible and “monotone” by 
Laurie [4, p. 23], lacks all the bold-face words, creating indeed the feeling of a 
monotonous speech without any stresses. It is noteworthy to mention that once he is 
captured and his mask has been taken off, his speech balloons alter to look like everyone 
else s,  that is  the “normal” speech balloon, although still without any  stresses. The 
effect of the mask he wears on his speech is clear, as the quality of his voice alters 
depending on whether the mask is on or not.  However, a more careful inspection of 
Rorschach’s speech balloons reveal that his speech balloons were “normal”, round and 
smooth and with bolded words in his past even with his mask on, as a past scene located 
in 1966 demonstrates [I4, p. 10–11]. It is therefore to be assumed that his speech did not 
acquire the “Rorschach-quality” of wavy edges and zero stress until 1975, as he himself 
recounts his traumatic “birth” as Rorschach to Dr. Long in Chapter VI. His speech 
echoes, among all other things, also the shift in his mental state, the movement “over the 
edge” that took place, causing him to become what he is. This type of visual information 
concerning speech is unique to the medium of comics, and serves many purposes from 
recognition to onomatopoeia. An important aspect to notice concerning sound in 
“Watchmen” is the complete lack of sound effects. This lack of effects is noteworthy, for 
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the general opinion among comics researchers is that sound effects are one of the 
essential qualities of comics. Graphic sound effects (“Pow!” “Ka-Boom!” etc.) have 
become almost a trademark of superhero comics, even though their use increases the 
feeling of detachment on the part of the reader. This detachment may arise from the 
“double effect” of both seeing the action itself  as well as the seeing the “sound” it 
causes – just seeing the action can alone create the sound images in the readers mind. 
Just like spoken language is not seen in real life, neither are the sound effects of violent 
action. Thus, by avoiding the use of sound effects and leaving the sounds to the 
imagination of the reader, “Watchmen” manages to bring the reader closer to the action, 
more intertwined with the narration, become a part of it, an active participant in the 
creation of a narrative from sequential images. 
The contradictory element here is, of course, the unavoidable existence of speech 
balloons, which convey the dialogue to the reader in written form, which could hardly be 
described as “realistic”. However, comic book speech acts do not generally have the 
same visual effect as violent action, as the movement caused by speech is hardly visible 
– the aforementioned “double effect” is absent from the dialogues, thus eradicating the 
problem of both seeing the action and seeing the sound.  The use of “motion lines” 
indicating movement is also very limited, which results in the fact that the imagery is 
one of photorealism, of completely “still” images that create sequential motion. Dave 
Gibbons has discarded all of these traditional elements of comic book action, which 
actually produces a stronger image of reality, for sounds are not “seen” in real life; 
“Watchmen” also rejects the use of thought balloons, probably for the same effect of 
realism. 
As the second of this chapter’s “extranormal operatives”, the coloring of the 
graphic novel is a factor not to be overlooked. As Scott McCloud points out, black and 
white – comics have a tendency to transfer the ideas behind the art, meaning 
transcending form, whereas in color comics the colors themselves take on more 
significance [4; 192]. Unfortunately, this often implies that the more “serious” work is 
done in black and white, while the colored comics have the status of entertainment. 
“Watchmen”, however, challenges this stereotypical assumption. Dave Gibbons has used 
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very bright colors, the trademark of American superhero comics, which according to 
Scott McCloud originated from the competition to stand out from the normal black-and-
white look of the newspapers: “...costumed heroes were clad in bright, primary colors 
and fought in a bright primary world!” [4, p. 103]. Because the colors of superheroes’ 
costumes remained the same from panel to panel, the colors they wore came to 
symbolize the characters in the mind of the reader [4, p. 103]. Thus Dr. Manhattan’s 
bright blue coloring begins to symbolize him in Watchmen, and dominates his narration, 
his captions and his world to the point that when the color appears, the narrative schema 
concerning him will automatically activate. The panels with the red shade create an 
immediate feeling of threat, as it has been associated with a brutal murder scene during 
the initial pages of the graphic novel. Coloring plays a crucial role in the “modern 
mythology” of the superhero, as symbols are a part of the “stuff of which Gods are 
made” [4, p. 103]. 
The colors can also express mood, become more subjective and thus affect 
narration. As mentioned, in Watchmen the dominant color in certain scenes is that of 
crimson, almost dark pinkish red – the same far too bright color is also used for blood in 
the comic. This red tint shades the Comedian’s death scene right in the beginning, and 
later when the images of the scene reoccur, they are continuously red, creating an 
atmosphere of threat and anxiety. There is a visible change in coloring between the main 
story of “Watchmen” and the Black Freighter – comic read inside it, and the doubly-
fictional pirate comic has a distinguished color pattern of cruder and cheaper appearing 
color division than “Watchmen”, implying its “superhero comic-nature” in the fictional 
universe of “Watchmen”. The pirate comic with its bright green and yellow is the cheap 
entertainment that superhero comics have been labelled as in our world, and they are 
made with low costs for the buying masses. The appendix of Chapter V consists of a 
praising article on the “creators” of the Black Freighter – pirate comic, ironically 
mocking the similar praises done on Moore and Gibbons. As letterer, Gibbons even goes 
out of his way to draw different styles of speech balloons and captions based on the 
pirate comic character and the time period. 
The coloring serves also as a timing device, as Gibbons uses the blinking streetlight 
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outside Moloch’s apartment [4, p. 22–23] to serve as a visual reminder of the parallel 
storylines of  Watchmen, even though this time the narrative is single, and no parallel 
shift appears. This also works as a way for the reader to follow the time frame: every 
other panel is a gloomy yellow, while other is dark, thus pacing the action in a more 
uncommon way. The temporality of the narration can also be created through coloring in 
the sense that a past storyline can be juxtaposed with a present one, and the distinction 
between past and present is created through shading the past storyline with a single 
color, thus immediately separating all the images belonging to that particular time level 
as their own  distinct whole. One such instance is the murder scene of the Comedian 
right at the start of the graphic novel. The coloring serves various functions in the 
narrative structures of Watchmen, it symbolizes, it gives the narrative rhythm, it creates 
the mood. 
Conclusion. So, analyzing “Watchmen” and describing psychological 
characteristics of narrative level of graphic novels we can propose such psycholinguistic 
aspects of narrative discourse: 
- visual emphasis; 
- focalization of information; 
- epigraphs’ emphasis; 
- meta-narrative presentation of the text; 
- contrasting visual linkings; 
- actualization of narrative potential. 
Also “Watchmen” as the socio-cultural phenomenon has been studied in the 
courses of history, economy, politics and sociology, while there have been no psycho-
linguistic study on the novel. In other our articles we’ll decide to focus mostly on the 
culturelogical aspects of the novel, and the results of these researches will be discussed 
and completely described. 
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ПОПУЛЯРНА ГУМОРИСТИЧНА ЛІТЕРАТУРА США 1800-Х РОКІВ 
Величезний масив гумористичних творів, видрукуваних у Америці 
першої половини XIX сторіччя, поділявся на дві гранично відмінні частини. 
Перша з них – «високочолий» інтелектуальний гумор авторів Нової Англії. 
Інша – що виникла на просторах прикордонної західної глибинки – Фронтиру – 
увібрала в себе дикунський демократизм і невирішувальні протиріччя 
національного буття.  
Свого часу це помітила професор Констанція Роурк. У фундаментальній 
праці «American Humor: A Study of the National Character» вона виокремила 
стилістично стриманий «благородний гумор», зорієнтований на естетичні 
моделі рафінованих жартів британських письменників. Представники цього 
напрямку (Чарльз Августус Дейвіс, Олівер Венделл Голмс, Джеймс Расселл 
Ловелл та ін.) намагалися репрезентувати демократичний хаос соціально-
політичного життя молодої американської республіки з позицій раціоналізму і 
усталеної моральності [2, с. 18].  
Головним конкурентами «благородних» письменників Нової Англії на 
ринку національної друкованої продукції були популярні літератори-
сміхотворці – фундатори жорстокого і гротескового гумору Фронтиру. Цей 
страхітливий гумор послідовно знищував – підривав усі соціальні, моральні й 
релігійні цінності, вдаючись до нестримного глузування над ними. 
Стереотипними персонажами дикунських розважальних творів популярних 
